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N.B.C. Employes 3 Reviewer Praises Smooth,
Rollins Alumni in Rich Production of "Sun-Up"
Course of One Year
Rae Hails Historic Moment
When Shadows Appear on
Annie Russell Stage

Fuller, Royall, and Taulbee
Continue Doing Radio Work
Begun in College

By ROBIN RAE
It's a pleasure to see a production
like "Sun Up" and a pleasure to
In the course of fifteen months
write about it. Although dissecting
three young alumni of Rollins Colsuch a unified, pleasurable whole
lege joined the National Broadcastdoes, in a way, seem like explainjng Company's Guest Relations
ing a good joke, but only in a way.
••. They are: George Fuller, '39,
"Sun U p " as given by the Stur Royal!, '39 and Alan Tauldent Players last Friday and Sat.;". Good friends in college,
urday was a remarkably homogenetheir similar interests and ambious show with all the details of production blending into a single rich
tions have brought them together
effect. That single effect is someagain at NBC.
thing people in the theatre, parAll three have ideas, talent, backticularly actors, often forget. This
ground and enthusiasm, and are
is one time they remembered and
headed for other departments in the
the occasion calls for some slight
company where they will be able to
CAROUNE SANDLIN
celebration. Therefore this reviewexpress themselves more adequateer will reverse the usual order and
lymention some of the actors before
George Fuller of Mobile, Alaworrying about that last scene and
bama, joined NBC in June of 1939,
the part of the stranger which Miss
and since has shown the same eager
Vollmer lugged into her otherwise
ambition in Rockefeller Center that
fine play.
made him a popular leader on the
campus. Fuller is a member of the Building Built in Honor of
In his first appearance on the
discussion group of younger emAnnie Russell stage, Clyde Jones
Conservatory
Director
ployees which each week meets with
gave a performance — brief as it
one of the department heads to talk
was — that would make even an old
over operation of that section of
The Dyer Memorial Building will hand green with envy. If acting
the company. He has turned in sev- be dedicated Sunday afternoon, is life with all its confusing supereral program ideas and participated
fruities trimmed off and the essenin NBC shows including the "It's April 14, at 5 o'clock, on the Rol- tials of action and speech emphaUp to You" quiz on the air last lins College campus. A program of sized, then Jones is an actor. He
summer. Fuller aims at the NBC Susan Dyer's music and poems will used none of the meaningless gesStation Relations Department. He be presented and President Holt tures or tricks of speech which
also is interested in all phase
usually mark the amateur.
will make a brief address.
production and in announcing and
Caroline Sandlin, carrying a
The Dyer Memorial Building was great deal of the weight of the play
on February 26, 1940 passed the
built several years ago to com- on her shoulders, created a fine
Announcers Audition.
memorate
the
memory
of
the
Dyer
rullfr's career in college consticharacer and sustained it beautitnlrs a good background for his family of Winter Park. Comman- fully; keeping well away from the
p n s r n t position and aims. He ma- der Dyer was long a civic leader pitfalls that anyone playing the
jored in business administration of the city, serving as President of part might easily have fallen into.
and managed the football, baseball the City Council and of the Winter
Heroically resisting the temptad fencing teams. He was vice Park Citrus Growers. His wife tion to be an Esquire Hillbilly
president of Phi Delta Theta fra- was active in many civic and educa- grandpap, Jess Gregg gave a good
ternity and president of the Senior tional endeavors, including the Wo- imaginative account of himself, deHonorary fraternity, ODK. Active man's Club, the Fortnightly Club, spite natural handicaps and an inin dramatics, he also inherited the and many others. Their daughter^ congruous set of luxurious whisJob of announcing and producing Susan H. Dyer, was Director of kers.
Ilege radio programs over a local the Rollins Conservatory of Music
Bob Carter was excellent. As the
station from his present confrere for several years.
silent mountain boy. Bud, he cerNBC ranks, Alan Taulbee.
The building houses a music re- tainly proved that comparatively
Walter Royall of Portland, Maine, cording machine presented to the unimportant parts can, if done
perhaps is the one boy among the College by the Carnegie Founda- right, add greatly to the final texi with the word "theatre" writ- tion, and a collection ot 1,500 rec- ture of the play.
ten in his face. He is of that strain ords of the great music of the world
Carrow Tolson's simple, if not
to which the play, production work — symphonies, operas, concerti, expert, characterization of Rufe
and acting always is fascinating, quartettes, and individual members. and Charlotte Stout's Emmy — unIn college he majored in English There is also a library of books on til she became a little like one of
literature, and was active in dra- music and about a hundred opera those continuous weepers on womiitics, taking the lead in several scores.
men's soap programs — were both
stiKk'nt plays. His tenor voice was
The public is invited to attend helpful.
heard in the college choir and on the dedication of the Memorial, and
The point is that these characterilocal radio programs.
admission will be charged. How- zations were not just clever pieces
Sine he joined NBC in October of ever, anyone wishing to contribute of acting which had nothing to do
1938 he has taken part in two tele- to the Memorial Fund which will with the rest of the play, they were
vision shows, both cast from the be used for furnishings and light- blended and balanced, always conGuest Relations staff, and in the
g the building will not be de- tributing to the smooth progress of
latest, a burlesque opera, he sang terred from doing so.
(Continued on Page 2, Col. 6)
the tenor lead. Royall is headed
for Artists Service, that department of the company which manajres the artists of radio, stage and

Dyer Memorial Will
Be Dedicated Sunday

Notice
Gibert and Sullivan's "Trial by
Jury" and Thornton Wilder's
"The Happy Journey to Trenton
and Camden" will be repeated tonight at 8:15 in Recreation Hall
for the benefit of the Central
Florida Symphony Orchestra.
The price of tickets ranges from
25e to $1.00.

(Further letters from co-ed Lola
LaRue to Miss Rubye Delle)
by JESS GREGG
Dear Rubye,
Jest time enough to rite a line,
becaus I am in Mr Steals Shakspir
class, an he is so sofistocated that
I call him Mr. Nowl-Cowerd-Man
an I hate to miss any of his epitaphs.
Rubye, spring is here and it is
devine. I mean in spring a young
mans fanny lightly turns to' love,
and Shakspere or Kathlene Norres or one of the immoral bards sed
Love makes the world go round, an
if this is true it seems that the
skool aministration is doing more
damage to the world than a sun
spot or a hurrycane or a cosmetic
ray. I mean they have covered the
horse shoe and lake front with maThetas Give Barn Dance
nuver, and few things can discourThe "barn" was all decorated age romanse like things like that
Goodby darling, Love and k
Friday for all them folks t'come an
LOLA
«njoy themselves. The decorations
PS.
I mean, Rubye, I addore
»as what us'ens usually see hangin'
found barns sech as hay, pitch spring not jest becaus Bob Wiston
forks, saddles, bridles, whips, horse gave me his pin, which is reely
collars, ducks, barrels with red more important than a diploma and
checkered cloths, an all tham things. indekates a lot more education, beOne of the men even tried t'call caus ALL the girls can get diplomout our square dances but them mas, but only half of them can get
young'uns thought they'd sorta help Bobs pin.
'im a little, y'know, so they did.
I addore spring becaus of the
They was all dressed up so pretty birds an the grass which fall in
to. The Thetas was right obligin love too, and becaus of easier and
sn nice to their dates and took the new hats, becaus I have a new
'era down t'Harpers fer dinner turbine which makes me -happy, be'fore the dance.
caus new clothes always make me,
All n'all i'd say all them young and I told Sherry how evry time
I'm down in the dumps I jest get a
'oiks had 'em an enjoy'ble time.

new hat, and she sed I wondered
where you got them. Witch doesn't
make much scents.
My dear there is the most marvlous boy on campis known to all and
Sunday as Jack Backwater, and my
dear. Jack does not smoke or cuss
or drink even if he is a fraturnitie
man, but jest the same he has one
awful vice besides coming from
Harrisberg, becaus Jack sings. I
mean-my dear, I was over visiting
the KA house once and upstairs I
herd someone groning and moning
and I blanshed pail and white with
terror, and Duglis Bills sed Oh do
not be afraid Lola, it is only our
Voise from the Sepulkur, Jack, who
gets into the shower fifty times a
day an imitates Marleen Detrick
untill she should soo him for label.
Darling, in religun I have lemed
many things which in the dethless
words of Jimmy Duranty are colosul, which means they are devine,
and do not tern up your nose becaus
I have found some very nise people
go to cherch. I mean we do not
jest lem religun, but discover also
about what kind of life lived on this
earth befor anybody was around,
so how can they be sure ? We also
lern about the messing link, which
as I understand it, is not unnerstood. And we also lern about Darwinns theery which says mans incesters were from a branch of the
ape family, an while you may have
desended from apes, I can prove I
didn't becaus I had my incestry
traced and I came from Captun
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 4)

(Complete Campus Coverage)

Marion Rous Will
Give Lecture And
Recital, Saturday
C o m m e n t s on F u n c t i o n s of
Music in Modern Life t o be
Included in P r o g r a m
Miss Marion Rous, former head

Notice
A "lecture-performance" will
be given by the modem dance
group, Wednesday afternoon,
April 17, at 4 o'clock. This explanation of the modem dance
will not be a finished'dance, for
the girls have ortly had three
weeks's practice. The girls will
wear practice clothes and all is
to be very informal. The maximum practice time for the girls
is four hours a week and the
two hours.

Junior Varsity
Crew Noses Out
Tabor Academy
Judges Stop Race as Grady
Ray Breaks Oar on First
Start; Tars Jump Rivals

the Piano Department of the
Young Completes ofRollins
Conservatory of Music, will
Hickok Strokes Boat
present a piano program with a
to Six-Foot Victory
on the functions of Science Open House
New College Text commentary
music in modern life, Saturday,
To Be Held Friday
April 13, at 8:15 p. m., in the Annie
By TED PITMAN
Russell Theatre. The recital is beComing down the home stretch
On Government ing
given for the benefit of the Medieval Alchemists' Secrets with an unforeseen burst of speed

Rollins Professor Writes Book
In Collaboration With John
Manning and Joseph Arnold
Dr. Jeremiah S. Young, professor in government at Rollins College, has recently completed a new
college text book, "Government of
the American People", in collaboration with John W. Manning, of the
University of Kentucky, and Joseph
I. Arnold, of the State Teacher's
College at Bridgewater, Mass.
The new work, which will be off
the presses of the D. C. Heath Publishing Company within a month, is
the second text book authored by
Dr. Young to be published recently,
his "Growing in Citizenship", a new
type of civics book for high school
students having been published by
McGraw-Hill last year.
Aimed at presenting in integrated form the various political and
governmental organizations of local, state and national functions,
"Government of the American Peo
pie," a book of 840 pages, adopts
the customary historical approach
to American government, but seeks
to present the problems and proces
ses as an integrated whole; a cohesive pattern-form rather than an
orrelated sectional representation of American government.
This is the seventh of Dr,
Young's works. He is also author
of "The Government of Colorado,'
"The Political and Constitutional
History of the Cumberland Road,"
"The Government of Minnesota,"
"The State and the Government,"
and "Unified American Government," as well as numerous articles
on political science, history and education.
A member of the Rollins faculty
since 1937, Dr. Young was chairman of the political science departsota, until he was retired in 1936 as
ment at the University of Minneprofessor emeritus.

Fiesta Promises to
Be Bigger Than Ever
Mrs. Melcher and Committee
Plan Original Projects

Lola Finds Romance Discouraged, Bat hy no
A little over a week from now
Means Stopped, by "Manuver" on Horseshoethe Rollins lakeshore will be turned

Alan Taulbee, tall, lean lad from
Palm Beach, Florida, will some day
be an announcer. He hopes to work
in NBC's international division and
comes well equipped for a trial in
that department. Born in Puerto
Rico, he speaks Spanish fluently,
and in school acquired a knowledge
of French. At Rollins he was prominent in organizing the Spanish
Club and the Florida Spanish Fiesta, was active in dramatics, wrote
for the college paper and announced
and produced the college radio programs. He joined NBC in January,
1940, and, like Fuller, recently
passed his Announcer's Audition.
Apparently quiet and unassuming,
the caliber of his work has nevertheless been recognized within the
company.

Support
Rollins Sandspur

into a midway for the annual Fiesta
on Friday, April 19, and Rollins will
turn host to hundreds of guests. A
large committee of students, faculty, and staff is working unceasingly
to carry out the projects which have
been planned by the various groups.
With free admission to the midway,
and with unlimited invitations extended, the college will be jammed.
Among the many original and
amusing events are such things as
boat rides, grab bags, fish ponds, a
thieves' market, toyland, tea garden, fashion show, art exhibit, fortune tellers, "Avenue of Nations",
food concessions, variety shows and
many other gay devices.
Among the other things planned
for this Gypsy Fiesta are acrobatic
and folk dancing, dime dances, auctions, strolling musicians and flower girls, fencing exhibitions, fire
diving, and many surprises thought
up by fraternity groups. Mrs. William Melcher is chairman of a large
committee from the Rollins Women's Association and representatives from each campus group to
make this Fiesta bigger and better
than any before.
Another feature, which will be
repeated this year because, of its
popularity, is the chicken dinner
which will be served to all students
and guests in the Beanery in the
evening.

Dyer Memorial Building fund, and
its proceeds will be used for the furnishing and lighting of the Dyer
Memorial.
Miss Rous' piano program will
include Cornelius' "The Wondrous
Tone", Gluck's "Elysian Fields",
Bach's Prelude and Fugue in A
Minor, Liszt's "Saint Francis' Sermon to the Birds", Dohnanyi's
Rhapsodie in G Minor, Brahms'
Capriccio in B Minor, Prodofieff's
Sarcasme in Double Tonality, Chopin's "Andante Spianato", and
Strauss-Taussig-Rous' "We Live
But Once".
The piano pieces will be interspersed with comments on the functions of music in modem life: music as comradeship, as worship, as
motive power, as medicine, and as
joie de vivre. The program's title,
"Music Manifold", probably best
describes it.
Reserved seats in the orchestra
are selling at $1 and in the balcony
at 75c and $1. Tickets will be on
sale at the Annie Russell Theatre
Box Office from 4 to 6 p. m., the
rest of this week. The telephone
number is 333.

To Be Revealed, Revived

William F. Anderson
Gives Chapel Sermon

The Science Department is holding Open House Friday, April 12, in
Knowles Hall, from 3 to 6 in the
afternoon and 7 to 10 in the evening. The building will be open to
the general public, and from 7:30
to 9:30 the astronomical telescope
will be available to all.
The Chemistry Division has
turned back the clock a thousand
years and revived the secrets of
medieval alchemists. It will have
on exhibit a heart of mercury, spontaneous generation of water in midair, water changed into wine before
your very eyes, and many other
magical displays. With Wizard Bill
Justice and other chem students as
near his ilk as possible in charge of
the alchemy, there should be no letup in the chemistry lab. Demonstrations will be held at five, eight,
and nine o'clock. Also in the chem
lab will be serious displays of student work.
The biology lab will display vertebrate skeletons, invertebrate life,
anatomical models, the preparation
of microscopic slides and developing chick embryos. In the physics
lab will be demonstrations of cosmic rays, high voltage, polarized
light, and X-rays.

Talks on "Love and Life";
Choir Sings "Agnus Dei"

Ely Haimowitz Gives
First Senior Recital

Bishop William F. Anderson of
Winter Park gave the sermon at
the Morning Meditation Service
last Sunday. The subject of his
sermon was "Love and Life." Bishop Anderson discussed the three aspects of the place of love in the life
of man.
First, love is the environment of
man's life. After man had fulfilled the basic longings of his heart
for shelter, beauty, society, and
knowledge, he discovered that there
is something higher than earthly
matter, the God of love. Second,
love is God's interpreter for the life
of man. A life merely of surface
is not a life of love. Third, love is
the endowment of man's life. "He
who has been endowed with love
has riches," Bishop Anderson concluded.
The Chapel Choir under the direction of Christopher O. Honaas sang
"Agnus Dei" by Kalinnikof. The
student readings were given by
John L. Liberman, Philippa Herman, Betty M. Carson, and George'
Estes.
Dr. Robert W. Burns, minister
of the Peachtree Christian Church
of Atlanta, Georgia, will speak at
the Morning Meditation Service
next Sunday. The subject of his
sermon will be "A Plea for Spiritual Maturity."

Talented Young Pianist to
Play in Theatre Sunday

the Rollins Junior Varsity crew
nosod out the boat from Tabor
Academy in the most thrilling crew
race ever sowed south of the Mason-Dixon line, last Saturday afternoon.
Ray Breaks Oar
After the race had been delayed
for an hour by rought water the
two crews finally drew up to the
starting line at the far end of Lake
Maitland. Rollins at the start
jumped the Tabor boat, but after
about fifteen seconds the number
seven man in the Tar boat, Grady
Ray, broke his oar and it was another ten seconds before the judges
noticed it and stopped the race.
Again in the second start the
Tars jumped the supposedly "unjumpable" schoolboys by a few
feet holding this advantage for the
first quarter mile. At this marker
the Tars had increased their lead
gradually to about half a length.
Both crews had at this point settled
their stroke and Rollins was rowing
at a 36 while Tabor, with their famous long smooth stroke, was two
points lower at a 34.
As the boats neared the half mile
mark at the cypress trees, the long
Tabor stroke was fast eating up
the distance'between the two crews
and the Tars were only leading by
a scant foot or so.
TaBor Takes Lead
When the two shells flashed past
this point. Tabor was seen to be
slowly sticking her prow out in.
front of the Rollins bow with both
crews still rowing the same beat
that they had at the quarter-mile
mark.
With the sheltered water between the half and three-quarter
mark apparently agreeing with
them, the Tabor boat pulled out into
almost a half length lead. To meet
this the Tars' veteran stroke Ray
Hickok raised his stroke to a 40
just before the three-quarter mark
and quickly gobbled up the half
length advantage so that as the
two boats passed this point the
bows were almost even.

Ely Haimowitz, talented young
pianist, will present the first senior recital of the term, Sunday evening, April 14th, at 8:15 p. m. in
the Annie Russell Theatre.
His program will include:
I. Three Scarlatti Sonatas:
D Major
B minor
B flat major
II. Two chorale-preludes—BachBusoni
III. Sonata Op. 78, F. sharp major
—Beethoven
Hickok Strokes Brilliantly
Intermission
Tabor at this point raised their
IV. Two Etudes — Chopin
stroke to a powerful and still beauD flat major, Op. 28
tifully smooth 38 which started
C sharp minor. Op. 10
their bow once again in advance of
Two Etudes — Scriabin
the Tar boat, but again the Tars'
B flat minor
captain and stroke, rowing the most
D sharp major
brilliant race of his three-year carV. Nocturne, E Minor (posthu- eer, called on his boys to raise the
mous) — Chopin
stroke and up it went to a 41 and
Polonaise, Op. 53, in A flat— with about thirty strokes to go the
Chopin
bows were again even with the RolIn the past few years Mr. Hai- lins prow surging ahead. As the
mowitz has been the recipient of nu- boats streaked across the finish, the
usical honors and awards, followers of Hickok had a six-foot
tinguishing himself as one of advantage over the American and
> most promising young pianists English Interscholastic Champions.
the South. His recital Sunday The time was slow, 5:11 due to the
evening will be open to the public very rough water which hampered
without charge.
both crews.

Student Speakers' Trip to Knoxville Brings Symphony Orchestra
Back No Prizes, Large Number of Stories Gives Final Concert
of 1939-1940 Season

By WESLEY DAVIS
Having ridden for about eight
hours after taking the train at 2
a. m. on our way to the Pi Kappa
Delta Forensic Convention at Knoxville, we declared travel by passenger train a disgustingly boring
means of getting places. Then we
began to approach Atlanta and discovered that all of Georgia's Scarlett O'Haras had not "Gone With
the Wind." We christened Atlanta
"the city with sex appeal".
Stepping out of the air-conditioned train at Knoxville, we found
our naturally warm Florida blood
was practically congealed by a 20
degree temperature with 6 ^ inches
of snow on the ground. Finally the
frigid situation was relieved by the
Sigma Nus Initiate Two
Epsilon Tau chapter of Sigma Nu arrival of taxi cabs to haul us over
initiated Robert Pratt and Robert the slippery, hilly streets to our
Whiteley into membership on Mon- hotels.
On ariving at the hotel, we met
day evening ,April 8.

the rest of our party who had gone
ahead of us: Dr. Harry Pierce,
Margery Chindahl, and Caroline
Sandlin.
The following four days were
spent in the serious and strenuous
business of contest public speaking
against the best competition in the
nation. A special bouquet goes to
Marge Chindahl who reached the
semi-finals in the extemp contest.
This rates her among the top dozen
or so women speakers in the country. Caroline Sandlin went through
four rounds of oratory barely failing to reach the final rounds. Freeland Babcock and I engaged in eight
rounds of debating which adds up
to about two solid hours of speaking.
The unicameral student congress
proved to be one of the most inter(Continued on Page 4, Col. 4)

The Symphony Orchestra of Central Florida staged its final performance under the direction of
Alexander Bloch at the Winter Park
High School Auditorium Tuesday evening, April 1st. Excerpts
from the compositions of Beethoven,
Mozart, Schubert and Tschaikowky constituted the program. Walter Trampler, solo violinist, gave a
iplendid rendition of Mozart's Concerto in A Major. This was the
high point of the evening. The program of the evening included the
following numbers:
Beethoven—Overture to "Coriolanus"
Mozart — Concerto for Violin
and orchestra in A major
Schubert — Entr'racte from
"Rosamunde"
Tschaikowsky — Romeo and
Juliet (overture Fantasie)
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THE

SET OF THE SOUL
"One ship drives cast and tke other drives
With the selfsame winds that blow
'Tis the set of tke sails, and not the gates.
Which tells us tke way they go."

Plssocided Cblle6iale Press

By JACK LIBERMAN
For the first time since Napol
ruled Europe, Norway is a t war,
A PRIVATE QUIET ZONE
We do need more solitude in such
this time with Germany. One of
Our modern doctors are con- an age as this. We need a private
ter Park Chambe of Corr merce; Florida Intercollegia e Press Association
Memb
the Scandinavian nations, fortunate
cerned with tho problem which quiet zone within our souls whereFairbanks Aven ue at In erlachen
Puhtication Ofjice
TELEPHONE 187 to remain neutral during the first
some have called ".\mericanitis". in we can hold conference with God
World War, fell victim to the presThis is a new term for un-managed and nature. The body often runs
ent conflict. The facts are very
nerves. We are told that about too far ahead of the soul. In soliNational Advertising Service, Ina
hazy ,at the present hut it seems
half of the bed patients in Ameri- tude we discover realities. In soliCollege Publishers Representative
that four German warships tried
can hospitals are mental cases. tude we live in all centuries. In
to enter the Oslo Fjord and were
"The pressure of ci\nli2ation'' say solitude the mind is strengthened
turned back by Norwegian batterthe doctors, "is leaving a large and trained to independence; whereBy mail anywhere in the United States $1.
. (Uweeks), $3.50
ies. German troops began moving
5 for the full college year.
number of human wrecks along the as in the crowd the mind often acimmediately landing and occupying
road."
It is said that we are "liv- cepts
too many
unexamined
November
24,
192S,
at
the
post
offic
i second class i
Denmark's capital, Copenhagen,
f March 3. 1R79.
ing too much in the realm of emo- thoughts and ideals.
and from there attacking Norway.
tion." The experts think our mad However, we should not confuse
EDITORIAL STAFF
A German fleet of supposedly 125
craze for pleasure, power, place solitude with isolation. There are
J O H N H . BUCKWALTER, I I I
Editor
warships was reported sailing for
and possessions will make us a na- noises in the secret places — voices
D E J A Y SHRINER
News Editor Norway. A Nazi victory here would
tion of "jitterbugs".
J E F F E R S O N K E N N E D Y , J R . , T E D PITMAN
Sforts
Editors
in the mountains. Thoreau said:
be of unquestionable aid to their
J A N E T JONES
Feature Editor cause and Norway could be used as
Of course, most of us believe that "Solitude is not measured by the
NORINE FARR
Cofy Editor a base from which to attack thi
to cease to strive is to begin to miles of space that intervene bedie. But it is so easy to mistake tween a man and his follows. The
A L D I N E BAKER, BETTY DE GIERS
^
Society
Editors British Isles. What the Allies plai
activity for direction. We need a really diligent student in one of the
TOY S K I N N E R , GLORIA YOUNG
Girls
Sforts to do is not known, but I would say
new sense of values. What is this crowded hives of a college is as soliA L D E N MANCHESTER, GLADYS EVOY
Headlines that unless they are stupider than
activity worth to me, or to others? tary as a dervish in the desert."
P A U L H A L E Y , BETTY W I N T O N
Proof
Editors I thought, they will not let the
.A.m I really growing . . . or just goNEWS REPORTERS
Emerson has a wise word for us
" "
"
Wesley Davis, Norine Farr, Nat Felder, Nor- Scandinavian nations fall into Naz
ing? A very busy man said to me on this point: " I t is easy in the
Haley, Dick Kelly, Alden Mancheste hands without a fight. Not only
the other day: "The past year has world to live after the world's opinLynn Naught,
Ogilvit would that mean that whatever
Jan
Ann
Laura Ripley, Rut: Scho
Sholley, Hester Sturgis
been so hectic . . . willed with a ions—it is easy in solitude to live
Wlllh L Terhu , Bud Waddell,
BETWEEM
little faith the small neutral nations
FEATURE WRITERS
thousand distractions. My memory after your own; but the great man
Jess Gregg, Sherry Gregg, Jean Holflen, Peggy Hudgings, Jack: Liberman have left for the Allies would bi
of it is a blurred hodge-podge." I is he who in the midst of the crowd
Sara McCasslin, Jane Miller, Mary Ann Wilson
;O0LLESES ARB
lost, but that Germany would conSPORTS WRITERS
suspect many of us would claim this keeps with perfect sweetness the
OFFERED FOR S M £
Charles Arnold, Cecil Butt, Robert McKennan, Robin Rae, Alfred Roose- trol the entrance to the Baltic and
man as a "fellow traveler".
velt, Richard Wesson, Wes Hausman
a/B^y
YEAR/
independence of solitude."
as I said before, would have a bast
ASSISTANTS
very near England and Scotland
Shirley Bowstead, Pat Guillow, Barbara Northen, Arax Ehramjian
Here
is
a
grave
crisis
in
a
war
that
BUSINESS STAFF
J O H N GIANTONIO
Business
Managei threatens to involve all of Europe,
LETTERS TO THE
M. K. HARMON, J R
Advertising
Commissioner including time-long neutrals and
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Exchange Editor thou hast gone mad. Stop, before bearably beautiful just because we faux pas, and his Nineteenth Cen- the story: — smooth until the last
you destroy all civilization and man have to go to class all day, we ex- tury Lit. class. Some one who
To the Editor of the Snndapur;
part of the third act.
ESTABLISHED I N 1894 W I T H T H E FOLLOWING EDITORIAL
returns to the ways of a
When we consider the facts in
claimed in despair, at the beginning didn't understand the marine sigAnother good thing about th:
Unassuming yet mighty, sharf and fointed, well-rounded yet many though one might think we hadof the week. To have June weather
nificance of the sand bank in Ten- well-rounded, satisfying production the case concerning the play, "Sunsided, assiduously tenacious, yet as gritty and energetic as its nc
reached that stage already. Ii in April — unheard of! Yet it is
Up", we must of necessity come to
nyson's Crossing Of inquired, "Dr, of "Sun U p " was the pictorial d:
implies, victorious in single combat and therefore without a f
the words of Puck "What fooli actually the fitting climax for a
the following conclusions:
Steele, what is a bar ? " Unsuspect- rection of Donald S. Allen; if that
wonderfully attractive and extensive in circulation: all these will be these mortals be".
Firstly, the play, has in itself as
strangely unseasoned year. Out of ing the bait, Dr. Steele bit: "Well is a legitimate phrase. Nothing
found ufon investigation to be among the extraordinary qualities of
a play, received tho highest praise
a warmed over summer had emWell, the race for both major erged the extraordinarily cold win- there are bars and bars!" Followed the animal kingdom is worse th
the Sandsfur.
from our best literary critics of
a
director
who
doesn't
realize
that
parties' presidential nominations is ter which dallied until March; it absolute hilarity which lasted someBroadway's theatrical circle.
on. Last Tuesday, President Roose was appropriate, then, after the thing like three and a quarter min- what an audience h
Secondly, "Sun-Up" is graded by
paratively little importance, that at
velt defeated Vice-President Game first trill of spring birds had been utes.
least eighty per cent of theatrical Thomas Nelson and Sons, publishby a three to one majority, whil heard and the first fragrant flowers
Mary Ann Wilson insists that she effect depends on what is seen, that ers of New York, in "Play ProducThe Sandspur Staff wishes to convey its sympathy
Thomas Dewey, New York County' of spring exclaimed, for summer looks like a composite of Cleopati
tions" as "difficult in production
to Mrs. Richard Burton in the death of her husband.
D.A. gained control of the Republi to suddenly descend! Appropriate; Paulette Goddard and somebody shifting stage pictures are extreme- but of the highest literary worth."
No professor on the Rollins campus was more beloved
can delegates over Michigan's Ar- but so definitely unfair to organ- else (don't tell us Scarlett O'Hara!) ly important, and that color con
We can't help but wonder then,
trast
and
balance
are
essential.
The
by students and faculty than Dr. Richard Burton. It
thur Vandenberg. Both of these ized education!
with her new bangs. We think that director of "Sun U p " realized these when we read the criticisms by our
was a privilege to be in one of his classes; a privilege
elections have great significance,
However, professors have a way she looks like Mary Ann Wilson things. Otherwise he would no local literary colleague, Prof. Char- |
that none could afford to miss.
although they may be overshadwith bangs. But whatever it is,
les Steel, how he based his con
owed by the Illinois primary this of getting around everything, even they enhance that lovely gamin ex- have had so many effective stills elusions, considering these estabReading of Dr. Burton's achievements in literature
week. Dewey has made his name weather. The wiser ones are now pression with which M. A. is natur- such rich color, or contrasts like thi lished facts.
and the drama makes us realize still more forcibly
red
table
cloth
against
the
blue
meeting
their
classes
outside
of
as the lawyer who sent Jimmy
what his death will mean to Rollins College. However,
ally blessed.
thru the door. That was an in
Some, perhaps, also wonder howj
Hines, powerful Tammany chief- their classrooms. Perhaps you've
his many fine books of verse and prose remain as a
Mr. Cranberry's
playwriting piration. It is these little detail, the directors of the plays "Sun-f
tain, among others, to prison, but noticed the benches arranged sugliving testimony of his life and character.
—the silhouettes thru the window Up", and "The Fool", could have,
class
is
becoming
more
and
more
gestively
around
a
rectangle
of
except for a very good t r y to beIn the past two years Dr. Burton was not seen parcome Governor has had no execu- grass underneath one of the cypress stimulating with each fresh meet- were another — that make the dif- made such grave and ignominoua,
ticipating in campus activities so much as he had premistakes in their selections of theaoi
tive experience. Despite this and trees down by the lake. There, in ing this term. Mr. Granberry is ference.
viously. He taught one class five times a week. Yet
two plays for the Rollins Student
his very young age, for if elected hi the half-sun, half-shadow, Mr. Wat- hoping that a few voracious playhis influence was as keenly felt as before. His classes
More than a detail was the apwrights will emerge from the
Players, — if they were mistakes. ,
tles
has
been
meeting
his
English
would
be
the
youngest
president
ii
were continually discussed by students as being stimpearance of some shadows on the
weekly
symposium,
and
if
Jess
Whon Broadway gives its approv-j
Literature
class.
Even
Jeff
Kenour entire history, he appears to be
ulating and vital. He had no time for stagnation either
Annie Russell stage. I t was a r
al of these two plays mentioned,!
the present popular Republican nedy looks less lethargic in class Gregg's ultra-clever play about the historic moment.
in himself or in others. His interest in Rollins and the
acress
named
Holly
and
Paddy
and
when our audiences in Winter,
now;
and
Charles
Gundalac,
emchoice. Much as I respect Mr.
world remained unchanged up to the day of his death.
Now a word about the play itself,
Dewey, especially as District At- boldened perhaps by proximity to Moodie's drama, replete with au- In these days when "laws" of one Park signify their approval, per-,
He always remembered the individual both in his
thentic Irish brogue, are fair insonal opinion may, of course, be,
torney, I would advise him to get E nature, occasionally disturbs
teaching and in his contacts outside the classroom.
dications, his hope may be realized. sort or another—they're all equally personal and still be proper, but,
little more experience before try- placid water of Lake Virginia ^
This is one of the secrets of his greatness. There
Perhaps some of the playwrights bad — have just about strangled unless the criticism expresses t h e ,
ing to tackle the most difficult job his energetic enactment of a (
are many others.
will be published while they are yet most of the people in the world, any general consensus of opinion for,
greve character. The morning ;
in
the
world.
President
of
tht
His many friends will want to pay final tribute to
at
Rollins. We see no reason why objection to organized action and the audience as a whole, there may ;
United States. Under ordinary con light looks like confetti on
his memory Thursday afternoon at four o'clock at the
group rulings is a good thing,
ditions it would have been hard grass; there are sweet small laven- this college, with its litter of litter- Strong individuals, like Widow Ca- be, and perhaps should be, mild ,
Carey-Hand's Chapel in Orlando.
ati,
shouldn't get out a book of
forms of repercussions.
,
dar
flowers
(or
maybe
they're
enough to choose a good n:
9, are numerous in literature, but
the presidency, but the war over in weeds, anyway, they're pretty) plays or an anthology of poetry or
The recent criticism of the play,,
iserably rare in life. So a play
Europe makes it ever so much hard- growing close a t hand — and when something.
about a character who won't join "Sun-Up", deals almost entirely ^
er. As far as I'm concerned, Mr. a little wind comes along to move
with comparisons of "other, more ,
Caroline Sandlin's finely draThroughout the year there has been constant criticism Roosevelt's national policies do not the leaf-patterns, you feel you'd matic characterization of the Wid- ything; even a democracy; is recent plays," "what was once new .
from both students and faculty of some of the plays presented warrant his re-election, but his for- like never to go back to the con- ow Cagle (complete to the last always welcome and timely. This is now bromidic." Suppose the play ,
terpretation
of
the
"theme"
is
by the Rollins Student Players. The Student Players want eign policy is far better than that fining walls of a classroom.
eye-squint) takes the zwieback for ised on the first two acts. If the does "ignore time", and the "folk ;
to produce plays that are popular and of some lasting value. advocated by some of the other canunrelated third act is taken into style" is no longer new enough to j
Sunbathing, our favorite form feminine performances this sea
Last week through the Sandspur they asked the students to didates and what we are concerned
Her acting was on a par with that consideration the theme becomes conceal "careless play writing", the ^
of
worship,
is
getting
fash
again.
fill in a questionnaire listing the names of five plays that the about a t the present time is keepplayers receive a benefit from the ,
of Dud Darling in "Night MusiT
students and faculty feel would give a well-balanced drama ing out of the war. If we get into The Kappa backyard is nearly al- Fall". We wish we could offer something that couldn't bo ade- practice they have had in develop- \
season. To date there have been two replies. This almost this conflict we won't have time to ways occupied by Deedee Hoenig them bronze kewpies, but the best quately described in this paper. If ing the character impersonations, •
"Sun
U
p
"
is
a
time-worn
war
cry
equals the cooperation on the poll conducted by the Sandspur worry about internal conditions. It or Charlotte Stout or Dottie Bryn, we can do a t present is gilded-ovei
the audience has been enter- j
and those clicheed speeches about
Bob Whiston and Betty Hall were
at the beginning of the year. Six people replied then.
is a very difficult question and for
kewpie dolls.
protecting home and mother were tained, if not instructed; that in
One of the most notable results of the questionnaire is the present I would not say whom vieing for most-sunburnt honors
itself merits more than a vitriolic ,
that those who have devoted their year to a general condem- I would like to see as next president last week, but their vermillions Another week of observing tht felt by the author—were not just a criticism of the play. Our players
nation of the student plays and players have not taken the of our country. There still is plen- were weak seconds to that beaut of fingers of the campus nit wits mov- foil fo rthe Widow Cagle's v i e w s student actors, not writers of ,
time to list the plays they would prefer seeing. It might ty of time to make up our minds. burn Kim Tilghman brought back ing dexterously above bright wool, then the play isn't fit to be pro- plays.
i
duced. But that is too terrible a
moves us to suggest to them J
prove enlightening. It is almost universally true that the Let us keep all sides of the ques- from the East or maybe it was
thought
to
even
consider.
Until
West
Coast
with
her
a
couplt
In
measuring the success of a j
possible
theme
song:
"I've
Got
You
most severe critics are the least likely to do anything to tion in view.
the last part of the third act "Sun play, the majority rules. The audi- ,
weeks ago.
Under My Skein".
remedy the criticised situations when they are finally given
Up" is a well-motivated, rich folk
pays money to hoar a produc- ^
the opportunity.
Good story of the week concerns
Another census has rolled around,
Rollins is peculiar and a t times maddening it its outlook. but this time it is a little different. r. Steele, the man who occasionlly Bio-Chemist Gives Lecture drama. But with the introduction tion and if it seems to signify by .
of the stranger, the trouble begins, ts applause and by its insistent '
It has more than its share of detractors. Hardly a day passes We are no longer concerned only
that somewhere on campus someone is complaining about about the number of people in the the Admiralty Winston Churchill, Dr. J. L. McGhee, head of the De- resulting at the end in some unadul- curtain calls at the end of the show,
some phase of the college that at the moment fails to please United States, but also all the in- fiery anti-nazi, was also given com- partment of Bio-chemistry a t Em- terated, old fashioned melodrama; as it did in "Sun-Up," we may be
him. However they never do anything about it. Nothing formation about them that may mand of the army, air force, and ory University in Atlanta, spoke ir the discovery of Zeb Tumer Jr., lit- quite sure the performance has met
tle Emmy's leap to the rescue of
ith more than mild approval or |
permanent can be built on such a foundation.
help us in finding a way out of the supply ministry.
Knowles Hall last Thursday night same, and the widow's vision. We
I dull thud".
(
The drama questionnaire is only a small example of the depression. Many people have oble United States was brought on "What to Chew and to Eschew." grant that this is exciting, but it is
lack of student interest and support for most campus projects. jected to some of the questions into discussion this week when Ger- He was an elderly man, but so full definitely out of key with what has Therefore, a play should be apIt's a sorry situation when there are only at the most fifty claiming they are too personal. I many made public some correspon- of vivacity and enthusiasm that the gone before. I t is purely mechani- praised in value from the average people on the Rollins campus who are willing to lend their have read the entire list and I do dence supposedly found in Warsaw, conclusion was easily reached that cal playwriting which creaks so idience standpoint and not from a
nse of comparison in any of its .
whole-hearted support to matters which should be of vital not feel that there is anything
.'hich supposed letters between he had chewed the right things all loud that even—well it creaks.
iried forms, such as "one of the |
wrong with them. They do askWilliam Bullitt, Ambassador to his life.
concern to the entire college.
st being smaller than the actress
about your financial status, but it France, and Polish officials, in
His speech was concerned with
Naturally, a lot depends in the who played in the initial producis only in the hope of helping the hich Bullitt was alleged to have the value of copper in addition to
third act on the Stranger, who, al- tion, and yet the role lost litt!'
country. After all, once the ques- stated with President Roosevelt's iron in the diet. By means of lanthough he could never be played its force."
tions are answered and the census- approval that we would help the Al- tern slides, Dr. McGhee presented
really satisfactorily, can do a lot
The Rollins Studeitt Players want to know what plays you
taker goes on to the next house,
When Hamlet gave his advic
if Poland were attacked, this graphs which showed the effect on to help the "fixed" ending. With
want them to present next year. To help them make their sethe answers lose their identity as letter having been dated previous two groups of rats, one of which
all respect for Jack Liberman's the players, he said: "Suit the aclections the Student Players ask your cooperation in answering
answers of an individual and be-to the Nazi invasion of the Poles. had copper in its milk, the other
acting ability — particularly Irish tion to the word, the word to the ^
the following questions and mailing them to the Sandspur withcome one of approximately 100 mil- Naturally, this was denied by all which had none. After two weeks
m, with this special observance,
policeman roles — this reviewer
in the next week:
lion or more replies. As a safety oncerned and I personally doubt the hemoglobin content of the rats
feels that his interpretation of the that you o'er step not the mod*
atch, any census-taker who divul- very much whether Mr. Bullitt which had copper in their milk had
1. List the five plays with their authors that you would
part was "unfortunate". I t was of nature."
like to have produced.
ges any fact is subject to arrest.
le audiences who saw the p
would have dared promise such a risen almost forty per cent, while also disappointment to see the per1
:__..
„
While we in America worry about thing to anybody. But one thing the other had remained the same or ennial sleuth, Babcock, spend most ''Sun-Up" will, I believe, agree that
the Rollins players did an excellent *
tupid attempts to prevent bril- bove all else, and that is we must had lost. Other series of tests, usof the evening sleuthing his lines' • ^ ^ *•
J *i. *
J
liant men from teaching in our col- keep out of that or any other war, ing both iron and copper in some
and worse still to see that hard-^ ^''^ ^ / ^ ^"^Z ^""^ ^ I T ^ ^ ' " ^'
leges and what questions we are to
1 a t the risk of losing some of and nothing in others, showed con- bitten man of the law, Manchester; j "^^'^ the critcism of tearing r
5ked in a census, the Europeans
ively that copper added to the
honor. We suffered enough
formerly a chief J-man in New *» ^atters^for it "out Herods H.
still worrying about the small from the last war without wanting diet increased the hemoglobin conuld have
York; performing the questionable
matter of a war, which is more to be in another. Why sacrifice tent a great deal. As hemoglobin
How many of the student plays have you seen this year?
; been, avoided.
duties of a part time sheriff's deputhan
likely
to
really
break
out
now
HARRY RAYMOND PIERCE
s
the
main
part
of
the
red
blood
Which of the plays did you enjoy most?
many of our best men for propaty in the hills of North Carolina.
that Spring is here. England re- ganda, fed us mainly by the Allies? orpuscles in the body, and as perHe a t least deserved to be full were revealed, this reviewer was so
vised her cabinet somewhat this
were stupid enough last time; ncious anemia is caused by lack of time; even though he did steal a prejudiced in the play's favor that
past week in order t o strengthen let us remember and stay out of
e corpuscles, this treatment is
few of the Widow Cagle's potatoes. most of them could be pretty well
her against Germany. First Lord of this catastrophe.
an excellent one for the disease.
However, by the tirae these faults overlooked.
Distributor of

Golle6icrte Di6est

FOOTNOTES

Dr. Richard Burton

A Sorry Situation

What Plays Do You Want Next Year?

Reviewer Commends
Students' "Sun Up"
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ROLLINS

Independents,
X Club, K. A.
Win Two Games

Toy Skinner Wins
Girls' Intramural
Rollins Baseball Fencing Matches
Moodie Takes Second
Team Defeated by Paddy
Place; Rachel Harris is
Third in Tournament
Orlando Nationals

Club Defeats Faculty, Sigma
Nu; Independents
Beat
Sigma Nus and X Club

K. A.'s Beat X Club
And Phi Delta Theta
In the first game of a double
header the Sigma Nus were defeated by the X-Club, Tuesday, April 2.
The game was very close and the
two teams were well matched. The
starting lineups were as follows:
Sigma Nu
X Club
Coates
Chick
Dean
Meyers
Hagnauer
Rodda
Rauscher
Whitehead
Nichols
McCorkle
The first game was won by Sigma Nu with the score of 15-11
There was very good playing or
both sides and it was apparent that
the teams were very evenly
matched. The outstanding players
were: Rodda and Meyers for the
Club, and Ward, Nichols, and Hagnauer for Sigma Nu.
There was a good deal of good
volleying on both sides and s
very good teamwork. Teamwork
was the important thing and when
the Sigma Nu defense and teamwork failed to click in the sec
and third games the Club won by a
small margin, the score being 15-12
and 15-14, in favor of the Club.
Substitutions in the first game
were: Farnsworth for Dean, in
isecond and third games: Whiteley
Ifor Rauscher, for Sigma Nu, ant
Imunds for McCorkle.
In the second part of the double
header the Independents vs. Sigma
Nu began with the following lineup:
Sigma Nu
Independent
Rauscher
Langford
Farnsworth
Arnold
Whiteley
Liberman
Coates
Burns
Hagnauer
Williams
Pratt
Bogard
The Independents took the games
of the series in succession without
apparent trouble, with the scores
of 15-7 and 15-8, which showed that
the Independents had a superior
grade of teamwork and that they
superior in handling the ball.
In the second game of the series,
cvclt was substituted for
Farnsworth for Sigma Nu, while
the Independents had no substitutions. The teamwork on the part of
the Sigma Nu boys fell off in this
; and the Independents walked
through them without too much
trouble.
Faculty I>efeated in Double-Header
In the first game of a double
header in the faculty volleyball
oriis the faculty was defeated by
In' X Club by a score of 15-3 and
r> i;, Wednesday, April 3. The
i:titiT!g lineups were as follows:
•acuity
X Club
•Umv
Whitehead
Smith
Meyers
Clark
Rodda
Ward
Hoar
Mutispaugh
Chick
The outstanding play was made
by Dr. Stone, for the faculty, and by
Rodda and Meyers for the Club. The
faculty defenses were not equal to
the X Club attack, which with their
smooth and superior teamwork,
easily won the game, as the faculty
had no really good offensive play.
s same conditions applied in
the second game of the double headwhen the Phi Delta Thetas de-

RAY

SANDSPUR

SPORTS
BASEBALL SCHEDULE

April 10 and 11—University
of Florida at Winter Park — 3
P. M.
April 19-20 — University of
Miami at Miami
April 26-27—University of
Tampa at Tampa.
May 3 and 4 — University of
Tampa at Winter Park.
May 10 and 11 — University
of Florida at Gainesville.
May 17 and 18 — University
of Miami at Winter Park.

feated the faculty by scores of 15-2
and 15-3.
The starting lineups were:
Faculty
Phi Delts
Clark
Morrie Casparis
Stone
Babe Casparis
Smith
Bob Davis
Mutispaugh
Wendy Davis
Ward
Barker
There were outstanding plays by
Dr. Stone and some good plays by
Dr. Smith, for the faculty, good
plays for the Phi Delts were supplied by Bob Davis and Morrie Casparis.
X Club Defeated in Double Header
The X Club volley ball team went
down to defeat in a double header
against the superior forces of, first
the K. A. and then the Independents, Friday, April 5. The line-ups
in the first game were as follows:
X Club
K. A.
Chick
Phillips
Edmunds
Bills
Whitehead
Blackwood
Whiston
Johnson
Kennedy
Keller
Middlebrooks
The game was begun with one
more man playing for the K. A.'s
and that was soon fixed by the entry of Hoar into the game for the
Club.
The teams were evenly
matched in the beginning of the
match, but as the game wore on the
superior teamwork of the K. A.'s
and the lack of defense and organization on the part of the Club let
the K. A.'s get a good lead. The
volleys were very long, which
showed that the boys were really
fighting it out, but through superteamwork the K. A.'s won by the
res 15-9 and 15-10. The substitutes in the game were: Meyers
for Hoar for the X Club, and
Knowles for the K. A.'s. The outstanding players for the two teams
in this game were Phillips, for the
K. A.'s who is very good at net play
because of his height and Whitehead for the Club, who has a good
deal of speed and is very good in
his recovery shots and in his teamwork.
In their second game the X Club
lost to the Independents, with the
following lineups:
X Club
Independents
Hoar
Barber
Whiston
Liberman
Edmunds
Bogard
Chick
Langford
Kennedy
Williams
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 7)

ANDY'S GARAGE
Church St.
DAY PHONE 75
NIGHT PHONE 319W

Big First Inning for Nats
Proves Undoing of Tars;
Lingerfelt Twists Knee

Without the loss of a single bout
and with only six touches against
her in the final round. Toy Skinner
swept through the Women's Intramural Fencing Tournament last
Saturday, winning the Fencing Tro
phy, a gold medal and 50 points for
the Independent group. Paddy
Moody was second, winning the silver medal and 40 points for the Independents ; while Rachel Harris
was third taking the bronze award
and 35 points for Gamma Phi Beta
As with the Men's Intramural
Fencing Tournament, pre-competition predictions as to the probable
winners were a series of bad
guesses. Rachel Harris, a tyro in
the sport who first started fencing this year, defeated again and
again older and more experienced
swordswomen, winning not only
points but also many favorable comments on her grace and form. Officials of the meet agreed that she
shows much promise and should
climb rapidly to top in the next
year or so. Tony Jenkins, another
beginner, also fought her way
through to the finals, but her more
experienced opponents proved a
little too strong for her in this
round.
Toy Skinner, the winner, obviously showed the skill and stamina,
speed and accuracy, which got her
second place in the New Orleans
International Tournament a short
while ago. Self-confident and cool,
(Continued on Page 4, Col. 6)

The Orlando Nationals made it
two in a row over Rollins College
Sunday afternoon at Tinker Field,
taking full advantage of a shaky
Rollins start to score five unearned
runs in the first inning and defeat
the Winter Park collegians 5-0.
The Nats, in their one big inning,
combined three timely singles and
three bases-on-balls issued by Charlie Arnold, Leesburg right-handed
pitcher of last season, and two Rollins miscues to score all five of
their unearned runs in the opening
round at the plate. Ten Orlando
batters faced Arnold before the
Tars retired the Onismen.
Arnold, after that one shaky inning, settled down and scattered
seven hits the next seven innings to
blank the Onismen during the last
seven innings. Three Rollins double-plays, pivoting about Joe Justice, McDowaH's star second baseman, pulled Arnold out of hot water
in the remaining innings.
The brightest Rollins scoring
chances came in the eighth inning,
but it proved to be a cheerless affair for Jack McDowall, the Tars'
football and baseball coach, for his
sensational football player, June
Lingerfelt, twisted a knee that may
handicap him next grid season.
With runners on first and second
and nobody out, Lingerfelt reached Estes, If
an out-side pitch and connected Arnold, p
for what later proved to be a dou- Daugherty, lb
ble-play ball to shortstop. The lithe
Lingerfelt, All-State collegiate end,
fell at the plate with a twisted knee,
bugaboo of all football players.
Lineup
RolUns.
AB R H PO Launderers
Hardman, cf
3 0
1 1
Gaulding, 3b
3
0
0
1
Lingerfelt, lb
4
0 0
10
CAMPUS
Brankert, c 2
0
1
6
Justice, 2b
3
0
0
6
Bouton, rf
4
0 0
0
Jones, ss „ - .
3 0
2 0 0
Wellman, If .

1
2

n

0
0
0

0
0
0

AMERICAN
Drycleaners

•
AGENTS

Sam Hardman
Joe Justice

Angebilt Hotel BIdg.

ORLANDO

Orlando Linen & Towel Supply Co.

BUCK JOHNSON and JOHN GIANTONIO
Campus Agents
We solicit your business as a home town concern.
Winter Park
Phone 413

SOUTHERN DAIRIES

SEALTEST ICE CREAM
Suits $16.75

April Special

Y-D—Men's Fashion Corner
Mezzanine Floor

Coffee
Praliene

—ORLANDO

Lakemont Gardens

Davis Office Supply
Company
29 E. Pine St.
Orlando
Phone 5114-5115

with jersey slack sets
that add tailored glamor
plain and fancy play
suits in any material
bright colored chambrays
in stripes and monotones
Lastex Calcraft swim suits
also jerseys and seersuckers
Reefer suits and coats for
three-piece sets to wear home

Lakemont Ave. Yz mile south of
Aloma

TOWN and COUNTRY SHOP I

Orange Laundry & Acme-Colonial
Cleaners

Yowell-Drew's

Give her a Gardenia
plant in bud
$1.50
ROSES, CALLAS, SNAPDRAGONS, GERBERA
DAISIES, ETC.
Wyndham Hayward

Royal Typewriters
Sales and Service
All Makes Used Typewriters

Swing Into Style

CUT FLOWERS
for home or dormitory
gift bouquets

6. The Clemson team of five men,
ranking in the order named: Hoby
Holtzendorff, Bognol, Burnett, Big
Bill Wade, and Baker, made up one
of the fastest and most perfectly coordinated teams that have visited this campus in a long time.
The Rollins team, composed of
Bob Davis, John Green, Oliver
Barker, Robin Rae, Dudley Darling,
Wendy Davis and Bob McKennan,
put up a splendid fight, but were
no match for the supreme Clemson,
team.
Probably the outstanding individual match was played between,
Hoby Holtzendorff and Bob Davis;
it brought frequent noisy cheers
from the gallery. Bob ordinarily
would have beaten Hoby, but was
unaccustomed to Hoby's choppy
stroke which threw him off.

Cotton formals straight from Paris
jersey swing skirts with swish

COME EARLY!

REAL ESTATE BROKER
Tel. 400
100 Park Ave.

330 No. Orange
Phone 5410

A Tarlet victory over Mt. Dora
last Thursday night at the Orlando
Armory and a surprise upset of the
leading Purcell outfit by the greatly improved high school team tied
up first place between Purcell and
Rollins. The first game of the evening between the Orlando High
School lassies and the Purcell Independents was a nip and tuck
thriller, as shown by the one point
margin in the score of 25-26.
In the second set-to, the Rollins
coeds had little trouble trouncing
the revised and weakened Mt. Dora
Sextet to the tune of 46-6. At the
halfway mark of the shortened
game the score stood at 20-2. The
Mt. Dora defense never once offered
effective opposition to what was an
almost unvarying attack. Sally McCaslin was high scorer sinking half
of the buckets for the blue and gold.
This coming Thursday Rollins
meets Purcell to play the final
game of the league season. It
should be a close battle for the victor will come off with the championship of the loop.

OF

GREENE

ORANGE-BUICK
COMPANY

Win Put Rollins in First Place The Clemson Tennis Team made
a clean sweep of its matches with
Tie With PurceU
the Rollins squad, Saturday, April

Cottons, Linens
Seersuckers and Silks

—Rollins Alumnus—

1938 Buick
Conv. Sedan
$845
1;KU) Buick
Conv. Coupe
$645
1 !>3(i Buick Coupe .. $395
1939 Olds 2 Door... $765
1939 Hudson Sedan, $625
1938 Plvmouth
Sedan
$525

Last Thursday evening at the
Orlando armory, Roiiins played Mt.
Dora-Eustis and won by default a t
half time with the Rollins girls
coasting along on a 44-6 lead. McCaslin was high scorer with eleven
field goals in the first half. The
lineup was as follows:
RF Hogan
CF McCaslin
LF Hugli — Sturges
RG Young, G.
LG Young, P. — Jensen
SC Johnson, N. — Phillips
The finals of the Orlando basketball league will be played tomorrow, April 11, at 7:45 in the armory.
Rollins wili play Purcell for the
league championship.
Last Saturday the fencing intramurals were played off. Out of a
group of nine which made up two
pools. Skinner, Moody, Jenkins,
Johnson, Harris, and Young, qualified for the final round. The winners in this round were Skinner,
first; Moody, second; and Harris,
third.
This Saturday the Rollins coeds
will go to Stetson to meet numerous colleges fo rthe all-state playday. The Rollins girls are to represent Benny Goodman's band. Besides basketball, volleyball, and tennis, there will be box hockey and
skits given. The "R" club will put
on a skit for Rollins.
AH those who are interested in
entering the volleyball intramurals
and who are not taking volleyball
this term must have four practices
before they can play for their sorority. The intramurals begin on
the 23rd of April.

Coeds Defeat Mount Clemson Tennis Team
Dora Basketball Team Beats Rollins Squad

SALE

INCORPORATED
A FLORIDA INSTITUTION
Specializing in Quality Merchandise Well Lanndered
J. Walter Dickson, Manager
69 West Concord A T \
Phone 5861
Orlando, Florida

BUICK OFFERS

0
0
0

CO-EDS
IN
SPORTS

THREE

=

to middlin'" is the midWestern way of saying, "We're ir
the midst of things", which is the
New Englander's method of explaining the present season of
"Spring-into-Summer" here in
South.
All of this brings us face-to-face
with a new time o' year . . . different flowers in the fields and brighter plumage for you. Remember,
Spring colors whispered muted paS'
tels, soft, soft coloring. The only
bit of gay plumage was patriotic
red, white and blue. Enough of
"Spring", let's talk about "intoSummer". No muted tones .
pastels, yes! But clear, clean pink,
blue and yellow. You'll be seeing
lots of poker chip colors, red, blue
and gray. Shiny black accents
your prints and your whites. Now
. . . a new color . . . Golden Martini
Liken this tone to ripe corn with a
sparkle added. Listen to the din of
applause for the favorite" color of
the Irish. Bright green will soon
flatter the fashion wise.
And speaking of color, Revlon
has two summertime hues for you.
The "soft drink colors" . . . Red
Punch and Pink Lemonade. Inspired by . . . you know without my
saying . . . "The Circus." Pink
Lemonade is a sunlit tone for rose,
blue, gray and mauve. Red Punch
is the essence of the light hearted
1 mood of Summer. It is
iant, rich, vivid and dramatic
meant to punctuate each word
The Summer fabric to answer
your call for versatility is white
pique . . . so highly recommended
by Vogue and Harper's . . . so often
called for . . . it's here at last!
White pique fashions full skirted
beach dresses with snug little tops.
The Resort Shop flaunts sports
dresses . . . crisp, white and pique.
This alone would be soul-astisfying, but white pique invades the
evening picture. This is your cue
for a dramatic entrance . . . a cotton dinner dress of this favored material will be your personal invitation to dance at least once with
each member of the stag line.

18 W. CENTRAL

B I G

D O U B L E

FRIDAY

.^Kf
with FRANK MORGAN
Billie Bnike • Ann Ruthetiord
John Shelkm • Reginald Owen

35c Matinee
40c Niglit

"GOOD BYE
MR. CHIPS"
witli ROBERT DONAT

Tliftt^

Try It

OPEN
WINTER PAIW • P H O N E

Dickson-Ives

F E A T U R E

THURSDAY

^50

2 P.M.

ROLLINS
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Varsity Crew Beats
Washington and Lee
By TED PITMAN
Taking a quick lead after a shaky
start, a far superior Rollins eight
defeated a floundering Washington and Lee crew by five lengths
in Friday'^ race.
The seagoing Generals from Virginia were rowing under severe difficulties as their Captain, Henry
Brown, and four other regular;
were unable to make the trip this
year, and as a result the Generals
started the race with four inex,perienced men in their boat.
The race was the Tars' from the
word go, as they jumped into
early lead, which they consistently
enlarged while at the half way
mark they had three lengths on the
visitors while understroking them
by two beats.
At the three quarter mark, the
Tar boat had added another length
and, raising the stroke slightly for
the finish, they added the final
length before they crossed the line.
The race was held under ideal
conditions, which was the reason
that in spite of not being pushed
the Tars lowered the record to 4:50,
five seconds less than before.

This is the season for

SLACK

SUITS

Cool, easy fitting slack
suits make for greater comfort as the warm weather
approaches.
Hop-sacking,
breather
cloth and fine rayon suitings are among the materials we are showing. Various shades of tan, green or
blue.
Priced from $2.95 to $7.95

R.C. BARER
a t the comer, downtown

MARCHING MERCHANTS
COEDS AND SIN
Though it is not the custom of
; the I. A. H. M. (International Army
of Heather Merchants) to interfere
in anything, an issue has arisen of
' such paramount significance as to
compel us to make publie our convictions. We stand as one man in
defense of the present late hour
rules for girls, which are being viciously attacked by divers misguided, fanatical, wild-eyed student
movements.
These maddening crowds of zealots feverishly advocate t h a t girls
should be allowed to stay out to all
hours — to all hours mind you! —
on the grounds that by so doing
they will learn to use their freedom more wisely. The blind stupidity of this assertion attests to
the emotional irrationality of these
agitators. The old maxim, "Spare
the Rod and Spoil the Child" is still
as true as it was when first framed
by Golgol the Terrible in the sixth
century B. C. Eh'ery thinking person must admit that intelligent adjustment to life in all its multifarious phases comes not from practice
in living, but is only attained after
a protracted period of maturation
under iron discipline.
These fanatics feebly protest that
too stringent discipline may result
in repression which often seriously warps the individual. We
answer that only through repression of the lusts of the flesh are
we able to prevent SIN from getting a strangle hold on humanity.
When we try to point out to members of these movements that, even
on a purely practical basis, abolition of late hour rules would prevent many parents from sending
their girls to RolUns, they retort
with the ridiculous assertion that on
the contrary it would increase the
enrollment because the parents
would realize that the responsibility vested in the -student would
result in fewer transgressions of
the fundamentally sound codes of

Rollins Press Store
Sale of Stationery at
REDUCED PRICES

HOUGH'S
FOOD SHOP
QUALITY FOODS
Phone 520
Park Ave.

For extra prompt and efficient service
on home or auto radios — call 115
Emerson and RCA Victor Radios

S A N D S P U R

Lola Entertains
Visiting Crews
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Toy Skinner Wins
State Conference of ^
Fencing Tournament Y.W.C.AJHeldHere J

James Craig

(Continued from Page 3, Col. 4)
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behavior, and would better fit them
for the responsibilities of later life.
We admit that millions of such people do exist, but we find it impossible to sympathize with the admission of students to Rollins whose
parents are so utterly debased that
they would not protect their children from temptation.
We, whose standards have never
been questioned, have been accused
of having a double standard regarding sex. Granted! It is generally
conceded that women are temperamental, weak, domestically inclined,
impractical, unscrupulous, and intellectually inferior, as opposed to
men who are practical, intelligent,
imaginative, strong, kind, honest,
and courageous. This being so, it
is only logical that girls should be
treated as the inferiors of men, and
as such protected from themselves.
The degree to which SIN is flourishing under the diabolical guise
of the "love of life" and the Joy of
Living is appalling in the extreme.
The good sage Gila Upshahas said
•'happiness is the seed of Satan"
md he was right as attested by the
PRIVATE SIN SURVEY recently
conducted by the Heather Merchants in the interests of social decency. The number of coeds found
Temptation's arms in public
houses, in canoes and such places is
horrifying. Were it not for the late
r rules this sort of thing would
undoubtedly go on after eleven
'clock.

John Smith and Pocahauntus. I
have also learned about heredity
which means if your granmother
was a woman, your mother probably was one too, and you might also
be one.
My dear, grades came out, and
unnnerstand, while I addore being
' educated, I dont care much for
studying. I mean after my grades
went home, Mr. Fawcett foned me
up from New Y. and sed I don't
know about you taking this third
term, and I wept practically real
tears while Ruth
Shownaman
twisted my leg to make it sound
more hart rendering, and sed I was
getting more educated evry day,
and he say Yes, hed heard about
Carrow, and finnally when I told
him I would comit suiside, which is
often fatal, he relented and sed if
Mr. Roosfelt, who is our precident,
could try for a third term, so could
I.
It has been a reel rurel weakend
with Caraline Sandline giving her
all as the Widow Cackle in Son, Up!
and the thettas giving a bam dance,
and evrybody was making Hay-hay,
witch is a pun, and Smokie Showley sed agriculshure was good
theme for that week, seeing the
crop of corns she'd raised from
dansing with the visiting teems.
My dear, skool has jest been over
run with men. I do not mean jest
regular men, but also some peeple
from Yale, which is a school. I
mean. Windy Davis says its gotten
so a man cant call a girl his own,
altho Windy has called lots of us
more than that. I mean we have
had singers and children from high
skools and O. K. D.*s and millyuns
of crew, and my dear, crew is lovly
exsept for the haircuts, and most
of the boys I know are out to make
the crew, and Ginny Loggerhead
says I am too.

mmie Craig, a former Rollins
student, was elected associate editor
of the Texas Ranger, humor magazine of the University of Texas,
this term. Craig is now a sophomore in the College of Arts and
Sciences a t the University, and is
majoring in economics.. He is a
member of the University Press
Club, the Curtain Club, and the
Texan staff. He is editor of the
sports photograph section of the
Ranger and was associate editor of
the Freshman Handbook. He attended Rollins last year, entering
as a Freshman.

ability by politicing in grand style,
She did everything but smoke a
cigar and Babcock stooged for her
in that capacity. In the meantime.
Dr. Pierce was acting as judge
the various forensic contests and
entertaining any interested audiences with his uniquely obsolete
vaudeville acts.

she
completed the preliminary
round without the loss of a single
bout. Entering the finals, she defeated her first three opponents
without being hit once. Her fourth
opponent, however, was Lois Johnson, last year's victor, and in this
bout Miss Skinner seemed a little
rattled, making furious attacks
which her opponent managed to
parry off, and in turn parrying
Miss Johnson's attacks without riposting.
Half-way through the
bout, the Pi Phi fencer led 3-1. but
at this point Miss Skinner's deadly
skill reasserted itself and she made
four straight touches, winning the
bout 5-3. Her final bout with Paddy Moody also ran to 5-3. Miss
Moody, incidentally, was undefeated through the entire meet, except
for her two matches with the champion.
The tournament held last Saturday is by far the most successful
women's fencing competition held
at Rollins to date, but plans are being made to have next year's meet
much larger and more thoroughly
organized.
Points made by the various fencers for their groups to go toward
the girl intramural award are; Independents 100, Pi Beta Phi 45,
Kappa Alpha Theta 40, Gamma Phi
Beta 35.
Summaries
Contestants: Toy Skinner, Paddy
Moody, Bitty Cummins, Betty
Haggerty, Lois Johnson, Tony
Jenkins, Gloria Young, Janet Jones,
Rachel Harris, Erika Heyder.
Qualifying Round — Pool 1
Young defeated Harris 5-2, Johnson 5-3, Jones, 5-4, and Heyder 5-2.
Johnson defeated Jones 5-2, Heyder 5-4, Harris 5-2.
Harris defeated Heyder 5-1, and
Jones 5-2.
Jones defeated Heyder 5-2.
Pool 2
Skinner defeated Jenkins 5-2,
Cummin 5-3, Haggerty 5-0. (forfeit). Moody 5-2.
Moody defeated Cummin 5-1,
Haggerty 5-0 (forfeit), Jenkins 5-2
Jenkins defeated Cummin 5-2,
Haggerty 5-0 (forfeit).
Cummin defeated Haggerty on a
default as did the others.
Final Round
Skinned defeated Harris 5-0,
Jenkins 5-0, Young 5-0, Johnson
5-3, Moody 5-3.
Moody defeated Johnson 5-1,
Young 5-4, Harris 5-4, Jenkins 5-4.
Harris defeated Johnson 5-3,
Young 5-4, Jenkins 5-2.
Johnson defeated Jenkins 5-4,
and Young 5-2.
Young defeated Jenkins 5-3.

"But," say these rabble-rousers
nd their following, "You don't object to these things going on before eleven, why do you object to it
after eleven?"
Therein lies the crux of our position. We object to SIN no matter
what the hour! The I.A.H.M. not
Our leisure time was spent
only condemns the revolt against
various ways: Marge played poliexisting regulations, but detics while Caroline broke her bl
mands that more stringent rules be
ful slumber only long enough to ask
immediately enacted so as to insure
Well my dear, litterture calls, the purpose of all the disturbing
the girls' protection against SIN to
the extent of compelling them to be and Mr. Steal will no doubt wonder | tellectual activity. Babcock and I
why I haven't replied to the last wandered around snapping pictu;
their rooms fifteen minutes after
questun he asked me, so I will say of whatever pleased our eyes, talkdinner if necessary.
adoo. Adoo.
ing to people on the streets, investi
gating all the interesting spots ir
L. and kisses
town, and eating wherever there
LOLA
was a jook organ.
Friday afternoon we took a taxi
Davis Tells of
to the railroad station. Getting out
Thetas and their dates who spent
Trip to Knoxville of the cab, I jerked my thumb to'the week-end at the Pelican were
ward Dr. Pierce, saying, "He's got
3 Russell, Dick Kelly, Marcia
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 6)
the money". The smart driver
Stoddard, Carrow Tolson, Carl
quipped back, "What have you got,
d. Bud Hoover, Janet Jones, esting features of the convention. talent?"
Ted Pitman, June Reinhold, Jack It was conducted just as the official
The ride back to Rollins was very
Meyers, Anne Clark, Jack Hoar, congress in Washington with bills interesting with Dr. Pierce to
Nancy Osborne, Ray Hickok, Kim being introduced and pushed as if amuse us and Marge to enlighten
Tilghman, Jeff Kennedy, Fran the nation's fate hung in the balus on several ethical and moral subth. Bob Scheu, Gloria Young, ance. The student representatives jects. The highlight in the converDud Darling, Ellen Gross, Bill j were divided into several parties: sation came when she said, "You do
House, Pat Guillow, Morrie Cas- Democratic, Independent, and I believe marriage a good and necesBetty Berdahl went home to Dayparis, Connie Child, Wilson White- ( think there was a Republican in the
sary thing under the present social tona for the week-end.
head, Polly Young, Johnny Gian- j crowd. Marge, being the repreM. A. Martin spent Saturday and
set-up?"
I
answered,
"Yes".
She
tonio, Vicky Morgan, Jack Harris, j sentative from the Southeastern
Sunday in Ponta Vedra with her
district, again proved her versatile sighed, "I wish I could make some mother.
and Mr. and Mrs. Johnson,
other people believe that."

I—OFF CAMPUS—I

International Problems Are >
Discussed at Meetings
^
Rollins College was the scene
April 6 and 7 of a State Y. W. C. A. ^
.Area Conference. Arriving SatuN ^
day afternoon, delegates from Uni- /
versity of Miami. Southern, Florida
State College for Women, and other colleges throughout the state,
registered at the chapel for the con'ference. Numbering twenty-four
delegates and two regional secretaries, those attending the meeting discussed those problems and i
purposes related to tho Young Women's Christian Association, it
having in many colleges activities
similar to our Chapel activities—
i.e. Inter-national and Inter-racinl '
Relations Clubs.
Saturday afternoon was occupied
with a meeting in the Woolson |
House, Saturday evening with a
meeting at the home of A. B. Trowbridge Sr. Rollins students, Luis> i,
Hortal and Rudolph Toch speaking i*'
here. This meeting was preceded fW
by a supper at the home of Jean
Holden. Sunday, a conference
held at Prof. Trowbridge's h
at which time officers were elected. |C
Members of the Rollins Conference Committee who acted ns hostesses to the many delegates wen?; I|M
Nancy Johnson. Betty deGiers, Peg- liet
gy Whiteley. Alice Newcomer, Jeanii,!
Holden, and Shirley Bowstead.
{i

'w

Intramural Volley- «
ball Season Continues **

H
-art
By this time the X Club seemed of|
to have their team going but t'
'
fell apart after the game hati
begun and the Independents '-'
to work and finished them oil ... -,
two games. The games were well,,
fought out but the Club just could-^
n't get together so that the Inde-jji
pendents, who hadn't too much|,j[
teamwork and a good defense wentj^j
through them with the scores 15-7 n,;
and 15-5.
j^j
K.A.'s Win Against the Phi Delta „(
In a hard fought game the K.A.'RJ^
took the Phi Delta over on the vol-jj'j
leyball court in the second part of h>^y^
K.A. double-header.
^^
There were no substitutions in^j^^,
this game at all, and it was tho best^^
game of the afternoon. The toam-^j
work on both sides wa.s very good j
and the defenses were mostly ro^ ^
sponsible for the success or failurtv
of the teams. The outstanding i>b.v_.
ers wore Phillips, with his hi ;
and Giantonio and Davis,
turned in a very good game. 1
scores show that the P.D.T. boys a^
were unable to defend themselves [L^
against the net play of .such men asj^j
Phillips and that they got checked^
up with a run of good play in tho
second game when the K. A. de-^
3 let down. Tho final scores^
15-5, U-15, and 15-6.
^
(Continued from Page ."l, Col. 2)

LAIRD'S RADIO SERVICE
Work called for and delivered.

Hot Weather and
Worn Tires Mean

DANGER!

V J o / n g "two packs at a time"
Chesterfield
is today's
definitely
cooler-smoking,
better-tasting

Have your car checked now and fitted with Dual 8
General tires by this authorized dealer. A liberal
trade-in allowance on your old tires.

T h e s e t h r e e qualities—MILDNESS,
COOLNESS, TASTE... are the sum ancf
substance of real smoking pleasure.
You enjoy all three in Chesterfield's right combination of the
world's best cigarette tobaccos.

College Garage
Phone 115
Winter Park

W. Fairbanks

X- & m.
TAILOR
OKLANDO, FLORIDA

HANDMADE AND MANMADE SUITS
Here's an opportunity for discriminating men and women to
have their suits made by expert tailors.

Imported and Domestic Materials
Originally "PETE THE TAILOR"
48 West Central

Phone 7544

because
milder,
cigarette

j\.t over a million places
w h e r e cigarettes a r e sold you
can see these clean white Chesterfield packages going into more
p o c k e t s and m o r e handbags
every day. All over the country
smokers are finding out you can't
buy a better cigarette.

iyffiss jlasta
Pedc/yen
~. . . the smiling hostess
who welcomes guests
at one of N e w York's
most famous hotels.
She will tell you Chesterfield is the busiest
cigarette in the place.

esterfield
Today's DEFINITELY MILDER, Cooler-Smoking, Better-Tasting

Cigarette

